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As was the case in 2003, data from
the 2004 ACS Comprehensive Salary
and Employment Status Survey reveal

the dark clouds of record-high joblessness with
a few silver linings of good raise percentages
for employed ACS chemists.

The darkest cloud of all, perhaps, is the
news in the usually sunny sector of pharma-
ceuticals. Pharmaceutical companies are now
the largest single employer of chemists, having created the
greatest number of new jobs for chemists for more than a decade.
But this year, the unemployment rate for those working in
pharmaceuticals rose like the rest—to 3.2%, up from 2.4% the
previous year. Also ominous are the new record rates for all
chemists and for industrial chemists: The new highs are both
minimal increases of 0.1%, from 3.5 to 3.6% and 4.5 to 4.6%,
respectively.

Regarding those silver linings, most degree groups of ACS
chemists reported salary growth outpacing inflation (see Table
1); B.S. chemists led the way with a 3.9% increase over their
2003 median salary, followed by a 1.8% increase for Ph.D.
chemists and 1.4% for M.S. chemists. The first two outpaced
the U.S. government’s 1.7% Consumer Price Index (CPI) that
approximates inflation over the same period; the third fell slight-
ly short of the CPI.

Industrial chemists posted higher medians
than the general ACS membership, but not
across the board (see Table 2). B.S. industri-
al chemists had the best pay gain at 5.0%;
those with doctorates followed with a 2.0%
increase, while industrial chemists with M.S.
degrees, after topping the chart last year with
a 6.0% rise in median salary, fell back to a
0.7% salary loss. (For details on this phenom-

enon, see box, “The Solo Silver Story.”) This drastic year-to-
year variance primarily accounts for the relatively low gain for
all ACS chemists with M.S. degrees.

Level of education and time in the field are the two strongest
indicators influencing salaries for chemists (Figure 1). For most
chemists, salaries by degree across time rise until the end of
their careers, about 35 years from the B.S. degree. For ACS
members in manufacturing, salary medians remain higher than
those working in all other sectors and across their careers. They
also are more apt to show a decline toward the end of their careers,
as industrial members are also more apt to retire earlier than their
counterparts in government or academia. But other variables also
affect the salaries of chemists. Among them are the employ-
ment sector, job function, and size of the employer. All of these
variables taken together account for about 70% of the variance
between salaries. The other 30% of between-salary variance

SILVER LININGS
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The 2004 
ACS Salary Survey

shows another year of
record unemployment

for chemists, somewhat
offset by strong salary
gains in many areas.



among chemists with the same measured attributes lies outside
those indicators and within personal traits like special abilities,
personality, and temperament.

As in 2003, industrial chemists working in manufacturing
outearned those working for all other employers, with the high-
est medians for all three degrees—$65,000 for B.S. chemists,
$77,000 for M.S. chemists, and $101,000 for Ph.D. chemists
(Figure 2). The highs in manufacturing are followed by those in
nonmanufacturing, except for those at the bachelor’s level. Indus-
trial salaries are followed by medians from those in government
and academia.

The median base salary of all chemists with full-time jobs in
2004 showed an increase of 2.5%, from $80,000 in 2003 to
$82,000 in 2004. This increase kept the chemists as a group
ahead of the CPI. The increase in total median declined from
4.6% for 2002–2003. All degrees demonstrated growth, with
B.S. chemists showing the strongest increase with a 3.8% rise in
median salary, from $59,700 in 2003 to $62,000 in 2004.
Chemists with graduate degrees showed a softening of salaries
with increases around the inflation rate. Chemists with M.S.
degrees gained 1.4% in their median salary ($71,300 to $72,300),
while those with Ph.D.s showed a 1.8% increase ($90,000 to
$91,600).

The employment sector where chemists work heavily influ-
ences median salaries. Industrial chemists continue to top the
median salaries for chemists by employment sector and degrees.
As mentioned above, those who work in manufacturing retained
the highest median salaries, followed by those working in nonman-
ufacturing and government, who had very similar median salaries.
Chemists working in academia earned the lowest median salaries.

The type of job and size of employer also affect base salaries.
The variables of education, experience, type of job, and employ-
er account for most of the variance in salaries, but not all. A sizable
amount of variance is intrinsic to the chemists and how they handle
themselves in their jobs. According to job function, industrial
chemists in management, both general and R&D, demonstrate
higher median salaries (Figure 3). This year, for Ph.D.s, those in
management positions displayed top median salaries— $129,400
for general managers and $125,000 for those in R&D. The largest
group of chemists is applied chemists in R&D, with medians of
$60,400, $73,000, and $96,000 for B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. indus-

trial chemists, respectively. Those working as analytical chemists
displayed medians of $54,000, $69,600, and $91,500 for B.S.,
M.S., and Ph.D. industrial chemists, respectively. 

The size of employer is most often positively correlated to the
size of salary (Figure 4). Sometimes this doesn’t hold strictly true
at the lower end of the degree range, because those with lower
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Highest       Median Salary                 Salary Gain           
Degree 2003 2004 2002–2003 2003–2004

B.S. $59,700 $62,000 2.8% 3.9%
M.S. $71,300 $72,300 3.9% 1.4%
Ph.D. $90,000 $91,600 5.3% 1.8%

TABLE 1: Median Salary Gains of 
All ACS Chemists

TABLE 2: Median Salary Gains of 
ACS Industrial Chemists
Highest       Median Salary                 Salary Gain           
Degree 2003 2004 2002–2003 2003–2004

B.S. $60,000 $63,000 1.7% 5.0%
M.S. $76,500 $76,000 6.0% –0.7%
Ph.D. $98,000 $100,000 4.1% 2.0%
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Source: ACS 2004 Comprehensive Salary and Employment Status Survey

FIGURE 1: Median Salary by Degree and Years since B.S.
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degrees are more apt to work in companies with fewer than 500
employees than those with Ph.D.s. They also may be apt to
have more responsibilities than chemists without Ph.D.s who
work for larger employers. Nonetheless, Ph.D. median salaries
show a strong correlation to the size of the employer, ranging
from $90,000 at employers with fewer than 50 employees to
$106,100 at employers with more than 25,000—also where about
one-third of all industrial Ph.D.s work. 

Beyond Basic Salaries
Most chemists in industry earn more than their basic salaries. In
addition to basic salaries, the survey asks questions about other
professional income in the form of stocks, bonuses, and consult-
ing fees in the year prior to the survey—2003. Along with their
higher median salaries, industrial chemists are more apt to earn
bonuses and stock as part of their professional income. Ph.D.
industrial chemists are even more likely to earn additional profes-
sional income. Chemists working in manufacturing (24.5%) were
far more apt to receive stock as part of their professional income,
followed by those working in nonmanufacturing (18.1%). Very
few in academia (1.2%) or government (0.6%) received stock in
2003. All chemists were very slightly less apt to receive stock in
2003 than the prior year.

On the other hand, bonuses are becoming more prevalent
across sectors. Working chemists may have shown weaker raises
this year as a group, but, if they were eligible, they were more
likely to receive a bonus this year. Here again, chemists working
in manufacturing led the way with more of them eligible to
earn a bonus (67%), followed by 53.5% in nonmanufacturing,
42.8% in government, and 5.3% in academia. Of those eligible
to earn a bonus, almost 92% of those working in manufactur-
ing received a bonus—more than 64% of all those in manufac-
turing. For those eligible and working in the nonmanufacturing
sector, more than 85% received bonuses—46% of all those work-
ing in nonmanufacturing. Far more of those working in govern-
ment said they were eligible for bonuses in 2003 (42.8% to 35.9%
in 2002), continuing a growth in the bonus program in govern-
ment. A small group of academics was eligible for bonuses (5.3%).
Both government and academic chemists eligible for a bonus
received them at the same rate, 84%. Overall, chemists who
received bonuses earned a median of $6000. As in all else, chemists

working in manufacturing received a bonus more frequently and
had a higher median bonus of $6500. Those in nonmanufac-
turing earned a median $4000 in bonuses, followed by $1500
in government and $2000 in academia. 

Consulting remains primarily a part-time occupation, except
for 2% of members, mostly working full-time in the nonmanu-
facturing sector or self-employed. Consulting remains a field
dominated by academic chemists. More than half (55.2%) of all
who consulted in 2003 held primary jobs in academia, and
22% of all academics perform some consulting services. Hourly
rates for consulting are correlated to the degree of the consult-
ants—$90 per hour for a chemist with a bachelor’s, $100 for a
master’s, and $125 for a consulting chemist with a doctorate. For
those few working in industry, the hourly rate varies from $100
in manufacturing to $125 in nonmanufacturing and $125 for
the self-employed.
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FIGURE 2: Median Salary per Economic Sector
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FIGURE 3: Median Salary vs Job Function
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The data used in this article were derived from the 2004 ACS Compre-
hensive Salary and Employment Status Survey. In total, the survey was
sent to a random sample of 30,000 ACS regular members who resided
in the United States and not of retired, emeritus, or student ACS status.
About 11,600 usable responses were received, for a response rate of
almost 40%. The respondents by discipline separated into 10,700
chemists, 400 chemical engineers, and 400 with non-chemically-relat-
ed degrees. Almost 500 chemists were out of the workforce, either
through retirement or otherwise unemployed and not seeking work.
These chemists are not part of the analysis for this article. Of the work-
force chemists, 6600 members were industrial chemists.

The Office of Employment Information,ACS Department of Career
Services, conducts the survey, runs the tables, and analyzes the data
in this story. Any questions regarding the data used in this article can
be addressed to Mary Jordan, Workforce Specialist, Office of Employ-
ment Information, through e-mail (m_jordan@acs.org).A more detailed
full report, Salaries 2004, will be available in the fall for $250 from
the ACS Office of Society Services, 1155 16th St. NW,Washington, DC
20036. Copies of previous reports are also available.

About the Survey



Unemployment Reigns
The overall employment picture for ACS chemists continues to
falter. This year, the rate of chemists working full-time on March
1 dropped to the lowest level recorded in the nearly 35 years
that ACS has kept figures, or less than 91% of the workforce.
Among those not fully employed, a record 3.6% were jobless and
seeking employment, up marginally from last year’s record-break-
ing 3.5%. 

Again this year, chemists working in industry fared worse than
their fellow chemists in other employment sectors, with an
overall rise in unemployment to 4.6%, up from 4.5% last year
(Figure 5). Those in manufacturing continued a three-year run
with 4.4% unemployment, while those in nonmanufacturing
increased for the third straight year to 5.3%, up from 4.6% in
2003 and 3.1% in 2002. Those working in nonmanufacturing
were also 3 times as likely to be working part-time as those work-
ing in manufacturing (5.6% to 1.7%).

As mentioned above, the darkest unemployment clouds gath-
ered over some areas of industry that have created new jobs over
the past decade—not only pharmaceuticals but a couple of
others—specialty manufacturing plus research and analytical labs
in nonmanufacturing. For the first time, the unemployment rate
for those working in pharmaceuticals went over 3%, up from
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1. The ACS Career Consultant Program provides valuable career assis-
tance at all stages of a chemist’s career. This one-on-one counsel-
ing and individual career assistance is available free to members.

2. An ACS brochure, “Coping with Job Loss,” can help chemists deal
with the trauma associated with job loss and change. This publi-
cation and all others produced by the Department of Career Services
(DCS) can be ordered free by calling (800) 227-5558, ext. 4600.

3. Individual assistance with résumé reviews is also offered by experts
who can help you make your résumé the best it can be. “Résumé
Preparation—Tips for Chemical Professionals” (PDF file) is
another valuable publication available from the DCS website.

4. Chemjobs Career Center, ACS’s employment center, is now elec-
tronic, with résumés posted online at national meetings. Résumé
reviews, mock interviews, and a wide variety of career workshops
are available to all job seekers.

5. C&EN Chemjobs (www.cen-chemjobs.org) continues to post
résumés and job listings, along with articles to help chemists find
new employment.

6. The ACS Salary Comparator on the DCS website is a popular tool
to help members determine what they should be paid in various
jobs according to geographic location, type and size of employers,
and other factors.

7. Professional career coaching, behavioral style assessments, and
career FAQs are available through Advanced Career Tools on the
DCS website.

8. The Career Services online library includes a multitude of career-
related publications that can develop your job-searching skills and
aid in your professional development.

9. For another source of employment advice, visit “Tips on Mid-Career
Transitions” (click on “Features Archive” on the Career Services
Web page). This article includes advice from a career counselor, an
employment lawyer, and a chemist who launched another career
after losing his position to downsizing.

10. Check with your local section. Many have career program coordi-
nators who can provide job-searching assistance.

(For more tips, visit http://chemistry.org/careers.)

10 Ways ACS Can Help You Deal 
with Unemployment

Ph.D.M.S.B.S.
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FIGURE 4: Median Salary per Size of Employer
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Individual chemists who did not change employers over the past year
showed stronger salary increases. The grouped (such as by degree or
job) chemists’ salaries each year are more prone to the vagaries of
the sample. For example, those with M.S. degrees working in indus-
try showed a small loss this year compared with those who respond-
ed last year. However, looking just at this year’s M.S. individual chemists
in industry shows that they posted individual median raises of 3.6%,
well above the inflation rate. The survey asks respondents how long
they worked for their current employer, and the amount of their base
salary for this year and last year. When individual respondents are
compared to themselves, their economic picture is more stable and
positive. The increases in salaries for individual industrial chemists
continued showing strong growth. Overall, the median individual
increase for industrial chemists was 3.6%. Again, for chemists work-
ing in manufacturing, the median individual increase was 4.0%, and
for those working in nonmanufacturing, the median increase was
3.5%. By age, individual raises reflected a negative correlation. In other
words, the younger the chemist, the higher the individual median
salary raise, starting with a 5.0% raise for those aged 20 through 29
and ending with 2.7% for those aged 60 through 69.Women in indus-
try outpaced men in industry, 4.0% to 3.5%. The higher individual
median raise percentages with both the younger age groups and for
women reflect a starting point at a lower salary base, and not usual-
ly a higher dollar amount of annual raise.

When looking at the industrial chemists’ individual raises by dollar
amounts and across various demographics, the same general trends
hold true, with all subgroups showing median salary increases that
outpaced inflation, ranging from 2.1% for chemists aged 60 through
69 ($97,000 to $99,000) to 8.5% for those aged 20 through 29
($45,200 to $49,000). The overall increase for industrial salaries of
this group was 4.0%, or an increase from $85,000 to $88,400.

The Solo Silver Story

http://chemistry.org/careers
http://www.cen-chemjobs.org


2.4% and 2.3% the previous two years. The other manufactur-
ing area that demonstrated past growth in employment is special-
ty chemical manufacturers. Here, too, the unemployment rate
remained high at 4.8%. Although fewer chemists are employed
in nonmanufacturing, that area of employment has generally
been a chemical professional growth area as chemical manufac-
turing declined in the United States over the past couple of
decades. The combined unemployment rate of 5.3% in this sector
is fueled again by those in biotech research (6.3%, down from
6.6% in 2003) and in contract research (7.3%, up from 5.0%
in 2003).
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FIGURE 5:  Unemployment among Industrial Chemists



By degree and minority status, the differences in employment
status are small and not very meaningful. By other demograph-
ics, the differences are often large. Women in industry showed
lower unemployment rates—3.7% to 4.9%. However, women
also showed almost twice as much part-time employment as
men—3.7% of women versus 2.0% of men. In age categories,
those in the workforce and over age 60 had the highest unem-
ployment (7.3%) and the highest proportion working part-time
(8.2%). Indeed, less than 85% of that age group was working
full-time. The employment figures for those under age 45
remained relatively strong, with nearly 95% employed full-
time, only 2% part-time, and 2.8% unemployed and seeking
employment. However, the unemployment picture did shift
downward in age this year, as those at the younger age groups
increased in unemployment slightly, while those at higher ages
showed some decrease in the proportion unemployed.

The work function performed by chemists also made a differ-
ence in employment. The hardest hit this year were consultants
and chemists working in marketing, 9.0 and 8.4%, respectively.
One of the larger groupings by work function showing relative-
ly high unemployment was analytical services at 4.7%. This figure
coincides with the high unemployment in analytical services in
the nonmanufacturing sector. After taking a strong hit in unem-
ployment last year, chemists performing R&D functions improved
slightly, with those in applied research showing 4.0% unem-
ployment, down from 4.3% in 2003, and those in basic research

at 3.8% unemployment, down from 4.0% last year.
Generally, industrial chemists working all over the U.S. were

hit by unemployment. The biggest change was in the Pacific
region. Last year, the Pacific region led the way with high unem-
ployment for chemists, but this year it had the lowest regional
unemployment, 3.8%. The Pacific was almost matched by the
West North Central region of the country at 3.9%. All the
other regions ranged from 4.3% to 6.0%, with the most popu-
lous region, Middle Atlantic, having 4.3% unemployment.

Of those who were out of work on March 1, 2003, slightly
less than a third were out of work and seeking for more than a
year. The unemployment rate reflects a one-day unemployment
snapshot, and not the number that were unemployed over a peri-
od of time. The survey also asks members if they had any time
in 2003 where they were unemployed and seeking work. This
does not count those who have changed jobs in the past year,
without a period of unemployment. In 2003, 6.9% of all chemists
stated they were unemployed at some point the prior year. Indus-
trial chemists showed 7.8%, with an unemployed period the prior
year. Overall, 16.6% of industrial chemists who had any unem-
ployment in 2003 had been unemployed for more than one year.

The employment figures for industrial chemists reflect the
rapid changes in the profession and the need for chemists to be
flexible in their career plans and to take hold of their own careers. 

Mary Jordan is a workforce specialist in the ACS Department of Career Services. ◆
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